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Foreword
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) and IEC (the International Electrotechnical
Commission)
form the specialized System for
worldwide standardization.
National bodies that are members of ISO or
IEC participate in the development
of International Standards through
technical committees
established by the respective organization to deal
with particular fields of technical activity. ISO and IEC technical committees collaborate in fields of mutual interest. Other international organizations, governmental and non-governmental,
in liaison with ISO and IEC,
also take part in the work.
In the field of information technology, ISO and IEC have established a joint
technical committee, ISO/IEC JTC 1. Draft International Standards adopted
by the joint technical committee are circulated to national bodies for voting. Publication as an International Standard requires approval by at least
75 % of the national bodies casting a vote.
International Standard lSO/IEC 8482 was prepared by Joint Technical
Committee lSO/IEC JTC 1, Information technology, Subcommittee
SC 6,
Telecommunications
and information exchange between Systems.
This
second
edition
cancels
and
replaces
the
(ISO 8482:1987), which has been technically revised.
Annexes A and B of this International

first

Standard are for information

edition
only.
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- mode of synchronous
mission;

Scope

This International Standard
physical medium characteristics for
11

specifies the

- twisted pair multipoint interconnections in either
2-wire or 4-wire network topology in Order to provide
for half duplex or duplex data transmission capability,
respectively;
- a binar-y and bi-directional Signal transfer of the
interconnected endpoint Systems;
- the electrical and mechanical design of the endpoint
System branch cables and the common trunk cable,
which may be up to 1 200 m in length;
- the component measurements of the integrated
circuit type generators and receivers within the
endpoint Systems;
- the applicable data signalling rate up to 12,5 Mbit/s.
12
The defined electrical component characteristics and measurements are in close conformance
with the twisted pair Point-to-Point characteristics
given in ITU-T Recommendation V.11.
This International Standard does not de13
scribe a complete physical interface and has no
functional interface characteristics, such as
- number of interchange data and control circuits;
- type, size and pin allocation of the endpoint System
and branch trunk cable connectors;
- data and control Signal encoding;
- time relations between Signals on the interchange
circuits;

or asynchronous trans-

- Signal quality for transmission and reception.
14.
This International Standard does not specify
special environmental conditions, such as galvanic
isolation, electromagnetic interference (EMI), radio
frequency interference (RFI), and human safety. This
may form the subject of a future amendment.
This International Standard is primarily a
15.
component specif icat ion. lt is not sufficiently
specified for satisfactory interoperation in all possible
configurations. lt is the responsibility of implementors
to ensure that their intended configuration will allow
satisfactory interoperation.
16
This International Standard may be combined with any appropriate set of functional and
additional environmental characteristics so as to
meet the practical data transmission requirements in
the field of local or wide area networks.
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Normative reference

The following ITU-T Recommendation contains
certain provisions which, through reference in this
text, constitutes provisions of this International
Standard. At the time of publication, the edition
indicated was valid. All CCITT Recommendations
and International Standards are subject to revision,
and Parties to agreements based on this International
Standard are encouraged to investigate the
possibility of applying the most recent edition of the
recommendation indicated below. Members of IEC
and ISO maintain registers of currently valid
International Standards. The ITU-T Secretariat
maintains a list of currently valid ITU-T
Recommendations.
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V.11 :1988,
Electrical
ITU-T Recommendation
characteristics for balanced double-curren t interChange circuits for general use with integrated circuit
equipment in the field of data communications.

3.6 differential mode voltage: The vector differente
of the voltages between each conductor of a
balanced interchange circuit and ground or other
stated voltage reference.
NOTE - The differential mode voltage
referred to as the transverse mode voltage.
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Definitions

For the purposes of this International Standard the
following definitions apply:
3.1 balanced interchange circuit: An interchange
circuit which uses two conductors and the differential
mode voltage for transmitting Signals.
3.2 common mode ejection ratio (CMRR ): For
balanced interchange circuits, the ratio of an applied
common mode voltage, &* to the resulting
transverse voltage l& (Same as the differential mode
voltage).
The ratio is normally expressed in decibels as

is commonly

3.7 environmental
conditions:
Those characteristics of the electrical or physical environment, for
example EM 1, ground potential differente magnetic
fields, altitude, temperature, etc., which may affect
the Operation, with respect to interchange circuits, of
a DTE or DCE.
3.8 galvanic isolation: The existente of a element
that is non-conductive with respect to the conductivity
of common mode voltage, between the equipment
containing a generator and the equipment containing
a receiver of an interchange circuit.
3.9 generator: The component of an intercha nw
circuit that is the Source of the tra nsmitted Signal.
NOTE - The term generator is used interchangeably with
the term driver.

V
CM Rf? = 20 log p
tr

NOTE - The rejection ratio depends upon the circuit
termination and should be measured while terminated in
normal use.

3.10 generator offset voltage: The d.c. component
of half the vector sum of the voltages between each
conductor of a balanced interchange circuit generator
and its Signal ground reference

3.3 common mode voltage: One half the vector
sum of the voltages between each conductor of a
balanced interchange circuit and ground or other
stated voltage reference.

NOTE - The d.c. component of half the vector sum of the
voltages is t he same as the arithmetic mean of the d.c.
voltages in the above.

NOTE This voltage may be a transmitted (or received)
Signal or noise intereference. In the latter case, this
voltage is generally not the same as the voltage, which is
sometimes referred to as common mode voltage, that may
exist (in a common mode) between the ends of an
interchange circuit pair as a result of induction or groundreference potential differente.

3.4 Cross-talk loss (near end): For two interchange
circuits used for transmission in opposite directions,
the ratio, expressed in decibels, of the voltage
transmitted on one interchange circuit to the resulting
voltage (Cross-talk) at the receive end of the other
interchange circuit.
3.5 cross-talk loss (far end): For two interchange
circuits used for transmission in the Same direction,
the ratio, expressed in decibels, of the voltage
transmitted on one interchange circuit to the resulting
voltage (Cross-talk) at the receive end on the other
interchange circuit.
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3.11 ground Signal: The generator/receiver Signal
voltage reference.
3.12 ground
earth:
The voltage reference
established by conductive components having a
conductive path to earth in the vicinity of the
equipment including the generator/receiver.
NOTE - Earth ground is generally synonymous with, and
the same as, frame or building ground or protective
ground.

3.13 ground potential differente: The differente
between the Signal ground Potentials of the generator
and the receiver of an interchange circuit.
The potential is the Same as the differente in the
earth ground potential differente only if the Signal
ground is connected to earth ground at both the
generator and the receiver.

